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THE EARTH’S  
EXTERNAL PROCESSES

Humans 
cause  
erosion  
at a rate 10 
to 15 times  
faster than 
any natural  
process. 

M MAKE IT! Do some research on the features of a 
coastal landscape. Work in groups of three and search 
online to find out what these features look like: a cliff, 
a cape, a gulf, a beach, a lagoon, a spit and a sand bar.

Choose three of the features and make a 3D model of a 
coastal landscape. Use clay or plasticinetm to create 
your model. Remember to label the features you have 
chosen. 
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BLACK SAND BEACHES, SALT FLATS, WATERFALLS,  
CAVES, GLACIERS, SAND DUNES … 

The world is full of the most amazing natural features! 

Work in groups of four. Imagine you are going on a field trip  
to visit an interesting geological feature in your local area. 

•  Find out what interesting geological features there are  
in your area and choose one you would like to visit. 

•  Investigate the feature and write down some interesting  
facts about it.  

•  Give a presentation to the class in order to persuade them  
that they should visit the feature you have chosen. 

•  Hold a class vote to decide which group’s presentation  
was the most persuasive.

 

P POST IT! Pollution can have an impact on rivers in 
different ways. Find out how it can affect them. Research 
the following questions:
• What types of pollution can affect rivers?
•  What are the consequences for the water, the 

landscape and the living organisms in the river?

•  How can pollution of rivers be reduced or eliminated?

Write an article for an online magazine describing the 
problems caused by pollution in rivers and propose a 
way you think would be effective in reducing pollution 
in river systems.

S SAY IT!
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190 UNIT 10

The atmosphere is the layer of gases that covers the Earth. Atmospheric 
dynamics refers to all the movement of air masses caused by differences in 
temperature. Solar energy causes atmospheric dynamics.

1  VERTICAL DYNAMICS OF THE ATMOSPHERE: 
CYCLONES AND ANTICYCLONES

Atmospheric pressure is the force exerted by the air on the Earth’s surface. At 
sea level, it has an average value of 1013.25 hPa (hectopascals).

ANTICYCLONES

A

heavy air 
descends

CYCLONES

B

light air 
ascends

Cold air is compressed so its 
density increases; it is heavier 
and tends to fall. A mass of 
cold air therefore generates 
an area of high pressure. In 
meteorology, this is called an 
anticyclone.

Hot air expands so its density 
decreases; it is lighter and it 
tends to rise. A mass of hot air 
therefore generates an area of 
low pressure. In meteorology, 
this is called a cyclone or a 
depression. 

2 HORIZONTAL DYNAMICS OF THE ATMOSPHERE: WIND

Winds are horizontal movements of air masses caused by differences in 
pressure within the atmosphere.

WIND DIRECTION AND SPEED

Ground-level winds form in anticyclones and move towards depressions.

• A descending vertical current of air is born in an anticyclone. This compresses 
the air at its base and pushes it towards low pressure areas.

• An ascending vertical current of air is born in a depression. This creates a 
suction effect and sucks in air from the anticyclone. The ascending mass of 
air in the cyclone gets cold at high altitudes. This leads to the condensing of 
water vapour, the formation of clouds and precipitation.

Wind direction depends on the relative position of high and low pressure 
areas and the rotation of the Earth. Wind speed depends on the difference in 
pressure between anticyclones and cyclones. The greater the difference is, the 
higher the wind speed will be.

UNITS OF PRESSURE

The pascal (Pa) is the unit of pressure 
in the International System of Units 
(SI). Other units are the standard 
atmosphere (atm) and the bar (bar).

The equivalence between these units is:

1atm = 1013 millibars (mbar) = 
1013 hPA

B

B A

A

Northern Hemisphere

Southern Hemisphere

  In the Northern Hemisphere, the winds blow 
clockwise around anticyclones (A) and anti-
clockwise around cyclones (B). In the 
Southern Hemisphere, winds move in the 
opposite direction.

01 SOLAR ENERGY AND ATMOSPHERIC DYNAMICS

S How is wind created? 
Discuss with a partner.

KEY STRUCTURES:  When air gets (warmer / cooler), it …; 

This means that there are (more / fewer) air molecules and so 

the air is (heavier / lighter).; (Warm / Cool) air (rises / falls), 
which causes …; Here in Spain, we are in the Northern 

Hemisphere, which means that … 
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THE EARTH’S EXTERNAL PROCESSES 191

Terrestrial relief is the group of formations that modify the otherwise flat 
surface of the Earth’s crust. This relief is created and modified by two types of 
geological processes: internal and external.

Internal geological processes depend on the internal energy of the Earth. 
They are responsible for the formation of the relief since they deform rocks and 
elevate mountain ranges.

External geological processes depend on solar and gravitational energy. They 
are responsible for the destruction of the relief, reducing elevated areas and 
filling up depressed areas. External geological processes work through 
external geological agents.

1 WIND AND WATER ACTION ON ROCKS

Wind and water act through four types of external geological processes: 
weathering, erosion, transportation and sedimentation.

precipitation 

weathering and erosion        

gravitational energy
sedimentation

evaporation

solar energy

transportation

Weathering is the alteration 
that surface rocks experience 
when they are exposed to 
atmospheric agents. As a 
result, the rock loses 
cohesion and breaks up 
in situ.

Erosion is the process by 
which soil and rock particles 
are worn away by external 
geological agents: wind, 
glaciers, surface and 
underground water, and the 
sea.

Transportation consists of 
transferring materials 
through gravitational energy 
to lower regions where they 
are deposited. These 
materials are the product of 
weathering and erosion.

Sedimentation is the 
accumulation or deposition 
of materials that have come 
from weathering and erosion 
once transportation has 
finished. This happens when 
the transporting agent loses 
energy or when the materials 
reach depressed areas called 
sedimentary basins.

FACTORS THAT AFFECT RELIEF

Lithological factors depend on the 
type and structure of the rocks.

Climate factors are related to the 
weather and climate.

The anthropic factor is due to human 
activity.

Structural factors are related to the 
position and geometry of the relief 
forms affected by external agents.

02 THE EARTH’S SURFACE
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192 UNIT 10

2 TYPES OF WEATHERING

There are two types of weathering: physical (mechanical) and chemical.

PHYSICAL WEATHERING

Physical weathering breaks up rocks without modifying their chemical 
composition. This is common in extreme temperatures where rocks are 
fragmented due to ice or drastic temperature changes. 

Frost weathering: In humid and cold regions, rocks fragment due to ice 
crystals expanding inside them. As the water freezes, it creates cracks in the 
rocks.

  Liquid water fills in the cracks.   Frozen water expands.   Cracks are caused by fragmentation.

Thermal expansion: In hot deserts, the alternating heating and cooling 
processes between day and night cause thermal expansion and contraction. 
This leads to tensions in a rock which eventually break it up.

CHEMICAL WEATHERING

This modifies the chemical composition of rocks and is caused by water and 
atmospheric gases. There are four main chemical weathering mechanisms. 
Water can produce dilution and hydration. With regard to atmospheric gases, 
there are two which have a significant impact: oxygen in oxidisation and 
carbon dioxide in carbonation.

  Gypsum formed by hydration of the mineral 
anhydrite

  Limestone with oxidised pyrite microcrystals

S
Work in small groups to identify 
how human actions can change 
the Earth’s surface and make a 
list of the ways in which they do 
so. Prepare and explain your 
ideas to another group. 

KEY STRUCTURES:  

I think things like … can change the 
Earth’s surface by …

I think … might cause …

One of the ways in which human activity 
can change the Earth’s surface is …

We could add … to the list because …
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THE EARTH’S EXTERNAL PROCESSES 193

Living creatures can also act as geological agents. They intervene in the 
modelling of the Earth’s relief in a remarkable way. Their main geological 
action is weathering, both mechanical and chemical.

MECHANICAL ACTION (MECHANICAL WEATHERING) 
OF LIVING CREATURES

Excavator animals, 
such as moles, 
remove and 
mobilise loose 
fragments from the 
substrate.

The roots of trees 
enter through the 
cracks in rocks and 
break them up.

CHEMICAL ACTION 
(CHEMICAL WEATHERING) 
OF LIVING CREATURES

This is mainly carried out by 
microorganisms (bacteria and fungi) 
that decompose dead organic 
matter, liberating the acids that 
chemically modify the rocks.

This process is essential to the 
formation of soils.

 Termites alter rocks chemically 
which generates fertile soils. 

1 THE GEOLOGICAL INFLUENCE OF HUMAN BEINGS

Humans have an enormous impact on the relief and can therefore be classified 
as external geological agents.

03 THE GEOLOGICAL ACTION OF LIVING THINGS

S
Imagine your town or city wants 
to build a new motorway 
through a natural area. Think of 
the pros and cons of building a 
motorway for the people in your 
town and for the environment 
that will be affected by it. In 
groups of four, role play a town 
council meeting to discuss 
whether or not the motorway 
should be built.

KEY STRUCTURES:

If the motorway is built, it will 
(improve / damage) the … because …

It will also cause …

That’s a good point; however, we must 
remember that …

I completely agree with you / don’t agree 
with you at all.

That’s true up to a point, but remember 
that …

HUMAN EROSIVE ACTION

Human erosive action is very intense and causes significant change over short periods of 
time. Some examples of this action are underground and open mining, dam-building, 
farming, public works and urban planning. As a result of these activities, the topography 
of the terrain is modified, the course of rivers is redirected and soil and vegetation are 
destroyed. In addition, the erosive effect of the other geological agents in these areas is 
also increased.

HUMAN TRANSPORTATION ACTION

As a consequence of human erosion, 
materials of diverse nature and origin are 
collected and transported from their places 
of origin to new areas where they are 
deposited, such as dams, ports, landfills  
and dumps.

HUMAN SEDIMENTARY ACTION

Apart from the large amount of sediments displaced by erosion, human activity also 
generates deposits of dangerous waste. This organic or inorganic waste can be carried 
by water and contaminates underground aquifers, rivers and the sea.
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194 UNIT 10

04 THE GEOLOGICAL ACTION OF GLACIERS

A glacier is a mass of ice that is set in motion by gravity. There are two types of 
glacier: ice sheets and mountain glaciers.

Ice sheets are extensive continental areas that are completely 
covered in ice. They are bordered by icy tongues that flow into 
the sea. Ice sheets are found exclusively in polar regions.

Mountain glaciers are rivers of ice that start in high areas in 
mountains and descend through valleys until they reach lower 
levels where the ice melts.

1 PARTS OF A MOUNTAIN GLACIER

There are three characteristic parts of all alpine glaciers: the cirque glacier, the 
glacier tongue and the glacier terminus.

1  CIRQUE GLACIER:

a depression surrounded by 
mountains where snow is collected 
and transformed into ice

2  GLACIER TONGUE:

a mass of ice that comes down the 
mountainsides from the cirque

3  GLACIER TERMINUS:

At the end of the glacier tongue, 
the ice melts, depositing the 
transported materials and creating 
a stream or river. This is an area of 
rock debris and meltwater streams.

S With a partner, make a 
list of the effects of the 

climate crisis on glaciers. Share your ideas with 
another pair and then with the rest of the class. 
What solutions do you all suggest?

KEY STRUCTURES:  

As (the Earth warms up), glaciers …

As glaciers melt, the … will …

Ice sheets, such as …, will …

To help (stop / reduce) the effects of the climate  
crisis, we (can / should) …

1

2

3
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THE EARTH’S EXTERNAL PROCESSES 195

2 GLACIAL LANDFORMS

The landforms created by the action of glaciers are called glacial landforms.

GLACIAL EROSION

There are two main processes in glacial erosion:

• the abrasion or ‘sandpaper effect’ of the rocky bottom containing the ice 
mass

• the plucking of rocky fragments that are loose due to frost weathering.

The combined result of plucking and abrasion forms roches moutonnées and 
glacial valleys. Glacial valleys are wide valleys in the shape of a U, with steep, 
straight sides, a flat bottom and grooves in the bedrock. Roches moutonnées 
are small hills on the bedrock, with gentle slopes on the side where the ice 
mass passed over them.

GLACIAL TRANSPORTATION

As the mass of ice advances downhill, it continues to fracture, while also 
transporting a huge amount of materials.

As a result of the movement and adaptation to the curves of the bedrock slopes, 
the ice mass fractures. The cracks that form in the glacier tongue are known as 
crevasses and these can be up to several metres wide and over 50 m deep. Ice 
blocks separated by intersecting crevasses are called seracs.

GLACIAL SEDIMENTATION

All the sediments left by the glacier 
when it melts are known as till. 
They are not classified by size.

The accumulation of layers of till 
deposited by the glacier tongue is 
called a moraine. There are 
various types of moraines 
depending on their location:

• lateral moraines, found along 
the sides and walls of the valley

• ground moraines, deposited at 
the base of the ice mass

• medial moraines, formed by the 
union of lateral moraines when 
two ice masses meet

• terminal moraines, found at the 
end of the glacier where it 
melts.

cirque glacier    

crevasse
medial 
moraine   

glacier 
tongue    

ground 
moraine    

terminal moraine

lateral 
moraine    

ice shelves

 U-shaped glacial valley

 Seracs and crevasses
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196 UNIT 10

Groundwater comes from rain, the thawing of snow, or from any other form of 
surface water that infiltrates the pores or cracks in the ground. When 
groundwater meets an impermeable material that blocks its path, it starts to 
form aquifers. Conditions for water infiltration are favourable in areas with 
few slopes and much vegetation, where water can be easily retained.

1 AQUIFER

An aquifer is a permeable underground layer of rock, sediment or soil that 
contains groundwater. This water is stored or circulates through pores or 
cracks. In an aquifer there are three zones:

1  Aeration zone: This is the permeable underground zone 
between the saturation zone and the surface. Not all of its 
pores are full of water.

2  Water table (phreatic surface): This is the highest limit of the 
saturation zone which separates it from the aeration zone. It 
does not have a fixed position and rises and drops according 
to rain patterns, rising in humid periods and falling in dry 
periods. 

3  Saturation zone: This is the permeable underground zone 
under the phreatic surface where water completely soaks the 
pores in the rocks.

ae
ra

tio
n 

zo
ne

water table (phreatic surface)

water and air in pore spaces 

sa
tu

ra
tio

n 
zo

ne

impermeable layer

water 
fills all pore spaces 

EXPLOITATION AND OVER-EXPLOITATION OF AQUIFERS

Groundwater is the main reserve of fresh water in a liquid state on the planet. 
It reaches the surface through upwelling or wells. 

Upwelling is the natural process of groundwater emerging when 
it finds an exit.

Wells are artificial perforations that reach the saturation zone of 
the aquifer. The groundwater rises up through them to the level 
of the water table (phreatic surface). If the water in the aquifer is 
subjected to a pressure higher than the atmospheric pressure, it 
emerges naturally. This is known as an artesian well.

Wells can dry up if the phreatic level falls. This happens during 
droughts or dry seasons, or when an aquifer is subjected to 
continual extraction and is not given enough time to recharge 
naturally.

natural recharge natural recharge 

water 
table 

permeable materials 

impermeable materials

impermeable 
materials 

aquifer

artesian 
well 

ordinary 
well 

water 
table 

upwelling 

05 GROUNDWATER

1

2

3

S
Work in small groups to identify 
three reasons why wells are an 
important source of water in 
developing countries.

KEY STRUCTURES:  In many developing 
countries, (sanitation) is a problem and can 
cause ...; Wells provide access to ... which 
can help prevent ...
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THE EARTH’S EXTERNAL PROCESSES 197

Karst landforms are created by the effect of water circulating through 
carbonate rocks (limestone and dolomite). Water flows around these rocks and 
through the cracks in them. The CO2 dissolved in the water causes the rocks to 
dissolve. This process produces distinctive features, both on the surface 
(exokarst features) and deep down (endokarst features).

polje
sinkhole

upwelling
karren

gallery

abysscave

1 EXOKARST FEATURES

Karren are deep parallel furrows in the 
rocky surface, separated by sharp crests.

Sinkholes are circular depressions formed 
at the water infiltration points in abysses.

Poljes are huge depressions with 
irregular edges and flat floors.

2 ENDOKARST FEATURES

Caves or grottos are large rooms that are usually connected by way of abysses 
(vertical conducts) or galleries (horizontal conducts), forming a cave system.

Speleothems are structures formed by the precipitation of the dissolved salts 
on cave ceilings and floors. There are three types:

• Stalactites hang from the ceiling. These have a hole in the centre and a 
pointy shape.

• Stalagmites rise up from the cave floor and have a rounded shape at the top.

• Columns are formed through the union of a stalactite and a stalagmite.

06 KARST

column

stalactite

stalagmite
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198 UNIT 10

Surface water refers to all water that flows on a surface, following the path of 
least resistance.

Surface water is classified by its course and the regularity of its flow into rivers, 
torrents and streams. The course is the terrain the surface water passes over. 
The flow is the volume of water that circulates in a given place and time.

1 RIVERS

Rivers are surface water bodies with a set course and a permanent flow. 
However, the flow has seasonal fluctuations depending on precipitation. 

The features shaped by the geological action of rivers are called river 
landforms. These landforms vary according to the different sections of the 
river: the upper course, the middle course and the lower course.

UPPER COURSE

This is the highest part. It is found in the mountains where the river starts. 
Slopes here are very steep. Therefore, the water flows very quickly and its 
erosive action is intense. In the upper course, the river excavates V-shaped 
valleys. The following landforms are prevalent:

WATERFALLS RAPIDS POTHOLES

Waterfalls are areas of a river or stream 
where the water flows over a vertical 
drop due to the effect of gravity.

Rapids are the sections of the course of a 
river where water moves quickly and 
turbulently. 

Potholes are almost circular depressions 
in the riverbed, formed when stones in an 
eddy rotate and erode the rock. 

MIDDLE COURSE

This is the middle section of the river’s path. The relief is gentler and the speed 
of the water slows down. In this section river transportation is prevalent. 
Depending on the size of the particles, this can happen through reptation, 
saltation, suspension or dissolution. 

In the lower parts of the middle course, the river starts to ramble, creating 
regular curves or meanders along most of the lower course. A meander’s shape 

07 SURFACE WATER
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THE EARTH’S EXTERNAL PROCESSES 199

evolves with time and its bend becomes more pronounced due to a combination 
of lateral erosion in the outer bend and deposition in the inner bend.

Valleys in the middle and lower courses of a river can become wider and 
acquire a trough shape.

LOWER COURSE

This is the final section of the river. It has a gentle slope and therefore the river 
flows slowly. The final part is called the mouth of the river.

Sedimentation prevails in this area. River sediments, known as alluvium, 
have different sizes. The smaller sediments are the lightest and, therefore, the 
last ones to be deposited. The most characteristic sedimentary landforms are 
deltas and estuaries.

upper course middle course lower course mouth

rapids

meanders
delta

estuary

V-shaped valley 

waterfall

Deltas are river mouths with a 
triangular shape that are found where 
there is little tidal activity and weak 
waves. The materials transported by 
the river are deposited in the mouth. 
The river divides into several arms that 
push these sediments along until they 
reach the sea.

Estuaries are deep, wide river mouths, 
where the tide meets the river at the 
coastline. The waves and currents drag 
the sediments transported by the river.
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2 TORRENTS

These are surface waters with an irregular flow and a set course. They are 
formed in rainy seasons in areas with steep inclines.

PARTS OF A TORRENT

1  The catch basin is the funnel-shaped area at the highest part 
of the torrent where water is collected. Erosion is very intense 
in this area.

2  The water leaves the catch basin through a deep, narrow 
channel called the drainage channel. Transportation and 
erosion occur at this point. The channel becomes deeper 
creating a V-shaped valley.

3  The alluvial fan is the final stage of a torrent. As the gradient 
of the water course reduces, the water slows and allows 
sediments to collect. These sediments are not classified by 
size. 

3 STREAMS

Streams have an intermittent flow. They are formed in 
rainy seasons and flow down hillsides with steep slopes 
without following a set course.

The geological action of these water courses is mainly 
erosive. These can be seen in areas of soft soil (clay and 
sand) with no vegetation. 

The resulting landforms are gullies with deep grooves 
and furrows.

Hoodoos (also called fairy chimneys) are vertical 
columns of rock. The base consists of rock which erodes 
easily, with a rock which erodes less easily on top. 
Hoodoos that gradually narrow from the base upwards 
are known as pinnacles or spires.

1

2

3

S Cities, towns and villages 
are almost always built 

near a river. With a partner, use your knowledge 
of rivers and water usage to think about reasons 
why this could be. Share your ideas with another 
pair and then with the rest of the class. Does 
your thinking coincide with your classmates’ 
ideas?

KEY STRUCTURES:  

Rivers provide …

In the (upper / middle / lower) course, the banks of a river are 
… which would make it (easy / difficult) to build a settlement 
on them.

In the past, rivers were used for …

Without a river, a settlement wouldn’t be able to …

 Gullies and hoodos formed by streams in Cappadocia, Turkey

hoodoo

gulley
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08 WIND

Wind is a relief modelling agent that works mainly in dry areas without 
vegetation, as well as on coasts. The features shaped by wind activity are called 
aeolian landforms.

1 AEOLIAN EROSION

Aeolian or wind erosion generally depends on wind speed and the amount and 
size of the particles it transports. This occurs through two mechanisms: 
deflation and abrasion.

Deflation is the process by which wind moves particles that are loose. Larger 
rock fragments cannot be lifted, so they stay and form stony deserts or regs.

Abrasion is the erosion produced by the particles transported in the wind. This 
creates holes, tunnels and other different shapes of rocks.

2 AEOLIAN TRANSPORTATION

Aeolian transportation depends on wind speed and on the size of the particles 
that are transported. Larger grains are transported by creep or reptation. 
Medium-sized grains are transported through saltation. Smaller particles are 
transported over long distances through suspension.

3 AEOLIAN SEDIMENTATION

Aeolian sedimentation is produced when wind speed is reduced or the particles 
transported meet an obstacle. The main landforms created by aeolian 
sedimentation are ripples, dunes and loess.

Ripples are curls produced on sand due 
to the saltation of particles.

Dunes are mounds of sand moved in the 
direction of the wind.

Loess is a large yellow-toned deposit 
with very fine, homogeneous, non-
stratified grains.

S With a partner, make a list of what you think are the pros and cons of using 
wind as a source of energy to produce electricity. Share your ideas with 

another pair. Then, in your group of four, explain and defend your ideas to the rest of the class.

KEY STRUCTURES:  Wind energy is a (renewable / non-renewable) source.; Wind energy is more … than energy derived from 
...; One of the advantages of …  is that …; However, there are disadvantages to wind energy, too, such as …

 Stony desert

 Mushroom-shaped rocks are created by the 
abrasion on their bases where the effect is 
more intense.
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The geological action of the sea occurs on the coastline (the area between the 
land and the sea) through the action of waves, tides and currents.

Waves are undulating movements on the surface of the sea created by the 
wind.

Tides are the rising and falling of the sea caused by the gravitational action of 
the Moon and the Sun.

Sea and ocean currents are movements of water caused by wind and 
differences in temperature.

Coastal modelling is made up of the combination of formations which are 
caused by the geological action of the sea on the coastline.

1 MARINE EROSION

The effects of sea erosion are seen on coastal cliffs, where there are rocks of 
different hardness. The main coastal landforms produced by erosion include:

CLIFF RETREATS

erosion  wave-cut notch

cliff retreatabrasion 
platform

1 2

4 3

These are caused by the 
continual crashing of waves 
against a cliff base and the 
subsequent collapse of the 
ledge that is formed on top. 
Cliff retreats lead to the 
formation of abrasion 
platforms.

PROMONTORIES AND CAPES INLETS AND GULFS

These are areas where the land enters the sea. Capes are much 
larger than promontories. Due to the differential erosion of 
promontories, islets or arches may appear.

These are areas where the sea enters the land. Gulfs are much 
bigger than inlets.

arch

islet promontory

abrasion  
platform

cliff

inlet

promontory

09 SEA
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2 MARINE TRANSPORTATION

Waves and currents in the sea transport a large quantity of materials that come 
from continents and from the sea itself. 

3 MARINE SEDIMENTATION

Sediment transported by the sea is deposited in coastal areas where the 
movement caused by the waves and the currents is reduced. The main 
landforms created by sea sedimentation are lagoons, beaches, tombolos, spits 
and bars.

A lagoon is an area of shallow water 
separated from the sea by a sandy spit.

A beach is a sand deposit on the 
coastline.

A tombolo is a sand deposit 
perpendicular to the coast, which 
connects the coast to an islet.

A spit is a long sand deposit joined to 
the coast on one end. 

A bar is a long sand cluster parallel to the 
coast, but not joined to it.

S
Imagine you are on a trip to the 
coast. With a partner, describe a 
feature of the coastline. Guess 
which feature your partner is 
describing.

KEY STRUCTURES:  

This landform is created by …

It is usually (perpendicular / parallel) to the 
coast.

The action of the (tides / current / waves) 
causes …

This is an area of … which is …

lagoon

tombolo

beach

bar

spit
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5 Explain what type of weathering the ship in the following image 
has experienced.

6  Listen and describe the following points with a partner.

a What has happened?

b What are the possible causes?

c Do you think the local authorities could have done anything to 
prevent this from happening?

03  THE GEOLOGICAL ACTION 
OF LIVING THINGS

7 Beavers are considered to be nature’s engineers because of their 
construction skills in building dams, with which they can even 
change the course of rivers. Look for information on how this 
species can act as a geological agent and answer the following 
questions.

a How many types of beaver exist?

b Where can beavers be found?

c How do beavers build dams and dikes? Why do they do this? 

d What positive and negative impacts does their activity have on 
the ecosystem? 

8 Look at the human action in the following images. What 
geological processes are shown?

01  SOLAR ENERGY AND 
ATMOSPHERIC DYNAMICS

1 Decide whether the following statements are true or false and 
explain why.

a The origin of an anticyclone is when atmospheric pressure falls 
due to cold air.

b When air is heated, its volume increases and so does its 
density; it therefore becomes heavier and descends.

c Precipitation comes from anticyclones because the humidity in 
the air condenses when it descends.

d Precipitation comes from cyclones because the humidity in the 
air condenses when it ascends.

2  Listen and answer the questions in your notebook.

a Describe the air pressure which is currently over the Atlantic.

b What weather conditions will it bring?

c In what ways will the weather change tomorrow? Why?

02 THE EARTH’S SURFACE

3 Why is weathering considered a passive geological agent, while 
erosion is seen as an active geological agent? 

4 The following images show Mount Kazbek (Georgia) before and 
after the collapse of its slopes. This collapse was caused by the 
fusion of one of its glaciers which was heated by volcanic activity 
without an eruption.

a Explain what type of geological processes have acted on this 
mountain. 

b What types of energy caused these geological processes?

c Name the geological agents which are responsible for 
modifying the relief of Mount Kazbek. 
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14  Listen to the news and answer the questions in your 
notebook.

a  What are the uses of groundwater described by the 
environmentalist?

b Why has the groundwater become polluted?

c What are the consequences of this?

06 KARST

15 Name, classify and describe the karst landform in the following 
photo.

a  Why do these types of landforms normally have a central hole 
that communicates with the interior of the karst massif?

b  Could a similar structure be found in the Ibón de Acherito? 
Justify your answer. 

16  Listen and answer the questions in your notebook.

a What is the name of the cave system and the main chamber?

b What can be seen in this cave system?

c What is unusual about it?

07 SURFACE WATER

17 Look at the following diagram and answer the questions.

1

2

3

9  Listen to the podcast and describe the following points with a 
partner.

a Why can we consider humans to be a geological force?

b Humans’ presence on the Earth is unsustainable. To what 
extent do you agree or disagree with this statement?

c How do you see the future of the planet?

04 THE GEOLOGICAL ACTION OF GLACIERS

10 The illustration below shows the longitudinal section of a 
mountain glacier.

A

B

C

a Name each of the lettered sections.

b Are glacial sediments classified by size? Why?

11 Look at the photo of the Ibón de Acherito (Huesca), a lake of 
glacial origin. Explain in which area of a mountain glacier these 
types of lakes are formed.

12  Listen to the conversation. Write a short synopsis of the film 
that Mark watched. Compare your synopsis with a partner. 
Would you like to watch the film? Why or why not?

05 GROUNDWATER

13 Explain the differences between an ordinary well, an artesian 
well and an upwelling.
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09 SEA

21 The following images show Puerto del Rosario beach 
(Fuerteventura) at two different times of the day. Explain what 
causes the differences you can see.

22  Listen to the news report and answer the questions in your 
notebook.

a What happened?

b Why did it happen?

c Why do experts believe that global warming has caused this?

UNIT REVISION

1 Link each one of the following situations with one of the 
geological agents and processes you have studied.

a Blowing on an object to remove dust particles.

b When we put a glass bottle full of water in the freezer, the 
bottle explodes once the water freezes.

c When digging a hole in the sand on a beach, it disappears 
very quickly when the hole fills up with water.

d When digging a hole in the sand, we always find water 
once we reach a certain depth, even if we are far away from 
the shore.

e If we fill a very hot glass that just came out of the 
dishwasher with cold water, it can break.

f Using the water pressure of a high-pressure cleaner to strip 
away mud and sand particles that make a patio dirty.

g A part of a mountain is blown up with dynamite to build a 
highway.

h Using a sandblaster to strip the colour away from a sheet of 
metal.

2 In groups, do a project to investigate the types of relief 
modelling in your environment and the different influencing 
conditions there. Use images and present your project in class.

3 List and explain the main landforms produced by mountain 
glaciers.

a What does the image represent? 

b Name each one of the numbered areas.

c  Name which course each of these features belongs to: 
meander, waterfall, pothole.

d  Where will the quantity of transported materials be greater, in 
area 1 or 3? Why?

e  What shape does the valley have in area 1? What shape does 
it have in area 3?

18  Listen to the podcast and comment on the following with a 
partner:

a The condition of the Yangtze.

b  Threats to human, plant and animal life caused by river 
pollution.

c Plans for the recovery of the river.

08 WIND

19 Look at the following photo. What does it show?

a In which area has erosion been more intense on this rock?

b  Create a hypothesis about the agent responsible for the 
erosion of this rock and the factors that could have influenced 
this differential erosion.

20  Listen to the conversation and answer the questions in your 
notebook.

a Where did the man go on holiday? 

b What was the landscape and vegetation like there?

c  What type of wind phenomena does he describe? How do 
you know?
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R READ AND REFLECT

SOS: SAVE OUR SAND!

Spain attracts more than 80 million tourists every 
year, and many of those people visit the country to 
enjoy its beautiful, sandy beaches. As a result, a lot of 
time, effort and money must be spent to keep those 
beaches in the best possible condition.

One of the greatest challenges is keeping beaches 
covered with sand from one year to the next. During 
stormy weather, large amounts of sand are washed 
into the sea or blown away by heavy winds. In recent 
years, sea levels have also risen, increasing the 
amount of sand lost to erosion every year.  

In addition to natural forces, human activity affects 
Spain’s beaches. Coastal developments such as homes, 
ports, hotels and other facilities can damage the 
natural environment. In the past, sand dunes, sea 
cliffs and vegetation have been disturbed or 

eliminated, and those changes have made many 
beaches more vulnerable to erosion and loss of sand.

In response to beach erosion, government authorities 
may choose to recover sand from the seabed or bring 
in additional sand from inland quarries. However, 
these solutions are both temporary and expensive. 
About 10 million euros are spent every year to replace 
the sand lost from Spain’s beaches. 

Other measures can help 
to prevent beach erosion 
before it occurs. In ports 
and urban areas, 
breakwaters and other 
artificial barriers can 
reduce the impact of 
waves, high tides and 
storms. These barriers are 
often built with large 
stones or concrete blocks. 
In natural areas, property 
development can be 
limited or even prohibited 

near the coastline and beaches can be officially 
protected as nature parks or natural reserves. 
Wooden fences can be used to retain sand and help 
more sand dunes to form. Native vegetation can be 
replanted to stop erosion and pedestrian walkways 
can reduce the impact of foot traffic, especially in 
high season when many people go to the beach.

A ANSWER IT!

1 Why should people in Spain be worried about their 
beaches? Why are the beaches important? 

2 What natural factors cause beaches to lose sand? How 
can human activity make this situation worse? 

3 Is replacing lost sand every year an effective solution?

4 Which strategy for protecting beaches is probably the most 
successful? Why? 

5 What do you think sand is made of? How is it formed? Find 
information and share it with the class. 

6 Choose a beach that you know. Describe its natural features. 
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